Development of a device to simulate tooth mobility
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Abstract

Objectives: The testing of new materials under simulation of oral conditions is essential in medicine. For simulation of fracture strength different simulation devices are used for test set-up. The results of these in vitro tests differ because there is no standardization of tooth mobility in simulation devices. The aim of this study is to develop a simulation device that depicts the tooth mobility curve as accurately as possible and creates reproducible and scalable mobility curves.

Materials and methods: With the aid of published literature and with the help of dentists, average forms of tooth classes were generated. Based on these tooth data, different abutment tooth shapes and different simulation devices were designed with a CAD system and were generated with a Rapid Prototyping system. Then, for all simulation devices the displacement curves were created with a universal testing machine and compared with the tooth mobility curve. With this new information, an improved adapted simulation device was constructed.

Results: A simulations device that is able to simulate the mobility curve of natural teeth with high accuracy and where mobility is reproducible and scalable was developed.
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Introduction

Testing new dental materials under oral conditions is important before use on a patient [10]. The tests can be done with in vitro simulations. These in vitro tests are also applied on fracture strength of fully anatomical bridges because it is very important to simulate abutment tooth mobility during fracture strength testing [11, 19]. For simulating abutment tooth mobility different types of testing devices are used for in vitro tests. Alloys, synthetics or removed teeth are used as device abutment tooth materials [5, 8, 13, 19, 20, 29, 30, 34–36, 38, 40, 42]. The simplest version of a simulation device is a rigid device of metal or synthetics that is made either with the lost wax technique [16, 24, 31] or with the help of a computer-aided design (CAD)/computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) or rapid prototyping technique [4, 14, 18, 41]. The advantage of this type of simulation device is that it can be repeatedly produced in great quantities with constant quality. A drawback is the fact that the abutment teeth are rigidly mounted. The device offers only little mobility which is determined by the Young’s modulus of the abutment tooth materials used. If, for example, metal is used, which has a higher Young’s modulus than dentin or alveolar bone, the device will show less deformation than physiologically to be expected. This in turn leads to increased fracture loads. The results from such simulation devices are never consistent with actual values gained in in vivo experiments [3, 13, 19, 20]. In a flexible simulation device, abutment teeth will be covered with elastic materials such as silicone, synthetic tubes or rubber rings. These materials are used to simulate the movements of the abutment tooth in the periodontal ligament. These abutment teeth will then be casted into a resin composite block [13, 19, 23]. The resulting tooth mobility is low and the degree of mobility cannot be varied. The deflection curves created by this technique do not correspond at all to physiological tooth mobility [21, 25, 33]. In the Regensburg simulation device [36], undamaged removed teeth are surrounded with resin composite and then embedded in a resin composite block. The advantage of this simulation device is the use of human teeth as abutment tooth material, if this is demanded by the study design. However, there are two drawbacks: it is not possible to create a polyether layer with a precisely defined thickness and it is impossible to replicate this simulation device. The displacement curves always vary, as the root geometry and the root surfaces of every natural tooth have individual morphology. The mobility device for front teeth developed in Tübingen [8] shows a clear improvement of the adjustability of physiological tooth mobility: rubber rings are attached to the resin composite abutment tooth and mechanically fastened. Tooth mobility is then adjusted with the use of a Periotest Classic measuring device (Medizintechnik Gulden e. K., Modautal, Germany). However, only roots that are almost round can be simulated and the tooth mobility curves of the devices differ clearly from physiological tooth mobility curves. All simulation devices mentioned above experience the same problems: they simulate the physiological tooth mobility curves only inaccurately and the degree of mobility cannot be adjusted precisely. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to develop a simulation device that depicts the tooth mobility curve [11, 17, 21, 22, 34, 44] (Figure 1) as accurately as possible and creates reproducible mobility curves, thus making a more reliable prediction of the failure limits of prosthetics possible.
Materials and methods

In the first step, average forms of molars, premolars and front teeth were generated based on published literature [1, 9] and advice from dentists and dental technicians of the Ludwig Maximilians University (LMU) Munich. Each tooth class was analyzed and the values of the height, length, width and root of the tooth length were calculated. Based on this data, different abutment tooth shapes and different simulation devices were designed with a CAD system (SolidWorks, Concord, MA, USA).

The abutment teeth differ in the root of the teeth shape and in the position of the center of rotation, and the simulation devices in the size of the gap between the varied abutment tooth shape and the base. The function of the gap is to simulate the periodontal ligament. The production of these abutment tooth shapes and simulation devices was done with a Rapid Prototyping system (Rapid Technologies & Consulting, Frankfurt, Germany). The produced teeth and simulation devices were processed. The abutment teeth were coated with flexible plastic materials with different Young’s modulus and casted in plastic blocks (polymethylmethacrylat). The gaps of the simulation devices were filled with flexible plastic material with different Young’s moduli. For all simulation devices the displacement curves were created with the help of a universal testing machine (Roell/Amsel 1450, Ulm, Germany). The displacement curves of the simulation devices were compared with an idealized physiological tooth mobility curve [11, 17, 21, 22, 25, 34, 44] (Figure 1). With this information an improved adapted simulation device was developed by a CAD system (SolidWorks). The parts for the optimized simulation device were machine-made by Firma Gembacher (Bergen, Germany). The base of the simulation device was made with metal, the abutment tooth was made with high-performance polymer plastic (Everest C-Temp, KaVo, Biberach, Germany) and the gap was filled with silicone (Xantropren L blau, Heraeus Kulzer GmbH, Hanau, Germany) to simulate the periodontal ligament.

This optimized simulation device fulfilled all required conditions for a device to simulate the tooth mobility curve in in vitro simulations. The required conditions for simulation devices include (i) the mobility curve of the simulation device is comparable to the mobility curve of natural teeth [11, 17, 21, 22, 25, 34, 44] (Figure 1); (ii) the simulation device mobility is scalable; and (iii) the simulation device mobility curves are reproducible.

Results

We developed a device that is able to simulate the mobility of natural teeth with repeatable accuracy. To fulfill the requested conditions, the tooth simulation device has to be divided into several subassembly groups (Figure 2). The following sections describe the subassembly groups that depict the tooth simulation device.

Abutment tooth geometries

The dentists and dental technicians of the LMU Munich designed an average tooth for every tooth class. The lateral cut of the molars is 11 mm\(\times\)10 mm, the diameters of the premolars are 7 mm and 7.5 mm. The diameter of the front teeth is 6.5 mm. The shape of the teeth is modeled to dentistry directives [21, 22]. To use the abutment tooth in a compression test and pull-out test a ball was fixed on the root of the tooth (Figure 3).

As the measurements of real tooth geometries show great variation, the tooth class geometries just give a rough approximation. However, the calculated values are sufficiently precise for the tooth simulation device.

Reproducibility of mobility

Because the length of the root of the tooth has an influence on the tooth mobility curve, it was necessary for every tooth class to calculate its own center of rotation. In the literature [6, 21, 37, 39], the center of rotation for roots of the teeth is described at one-third of the length of the root from apex to corona. Therefore, the center of the ball from abutment tooth classes was placed on the center of rotation which lies...
At approximately one-third of the length of the root of the tooth from apex to corona.

By defining the pivotal point and constructing suitable bearing shells the tooth always moves in the same way during mastication (Figure 4A) [2, 12]. Through this construction we achieve reproducible tooth mobility.

**Scalability of mobility**

The simulation of different lateral abutment tooth mobilities was achieved as follows: through a definition of a center of rotation in the abutment tooth it is possible to calculate the line of motion of each individual point on the tooth with the help of the intercept theorem (Figure 4A) [2, 12]. In the mouth the movement of natural teeth is constrained by the jaw bone. To simulate the constraint of the abutment tooth movement in the simulation device, arresting plates with openings of varying size were used (Figure 4B). By varying the gap between the abutment tooth and arresting plate it is possible to adjust the mobility of the abutment tooth. To simulate an additional axial movement, a separation plate of variable thickness was placed between the upper and lower bearing shells and integrated into the simulation device. The arresting plate and the separation plate solved the problem of scalability.

**Classes of mobility**

In the created simulation device, the mobility of the abutment tooth is determined by the distance of the arresting plate to the pivotal point and by the gap between the abutment tooth and the arresting plate. It is possible to regulate the abutment tooth mobility in the test set-up with these two parameters. To compare the results of different test set-ups, the mobility of every abutment tooth must be known as accurately as possible. Only in this way can one obtain good measurement. In the relevant literature [15, 21, 26, 28, 43, 44], there is no precise definition of tooth mobility to be found. Although classifications have been created, these, however, do not provide exact numerical values and therefore allow vast scope for interpretation in the classification of tooth mobility [15, 21, 26, 28, 43]. Through inaccurate classification of tooth mobility in the literature, the measurements of in vitro tests are scarcely comparable. The point of application of force is usually placed just underneath the topmost point of the crown. Hence, tooth mobility varies from one tooth to the next and the classifications described above can only support approximate statements concerning mobility classes. Therefore, for the new simulation device, four mobility classes (MC) 0.15, 0.30, 0.6 and 1.0 were introduced (Figure 5). The numerical values specify the horizontal movement of the abutment tooth at the defined measuring point in millimeters (mm).

- MC 0.15 → no increase in tooth mobility
- MC 0.30 → slight tooth mobility
- MC 0.60 → visible tooth mobility
- MC 1.0 → high tooth mobility
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Figure 3  Tooth classes: molar, premolar, canine and incisor with fixed ball.
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Figure 4  Abutment tooth model: (A) with center of rotation and intercept theorem, (B) with arresting plate.
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Figure 5  Movement on measurement point without initial mobility. Different mobility classes (MC) simulated by the simulation device.
The measuring point for the determination of mobility was put 7 mm above the arresting plate. Thus, it is possible to determine mobility classes that are independent of tooth classes. The mobility classes MC describe the horizontal mobility of the abutment tooth at a distance of 7 mm above the arresting plate. The arresting plate corresponds to the cementoenamel junction; the distance of the measuring point to the arresting plate conforms to the averaged crown height of a molar. Thus, the crown length of different teeth loses its critical importance in in vitro tests. To set-up the mobility class for a tooth, its tooth class and the correct arresting plate have to be known. Every arresting plate (1–4) has its own calculated size for the mobility class (MC).

Through use of the mobility class MC (arresting plates 1–4) and the tooth classes, the test set-up of the simulation device can be described precisely (Figure 5).

**Curve of mobility**

The initial abutment tooth movement was simulated with silicone gaskets that surrounded the neck of the abutment tooth (Figure 6). This condensation crosslinking silicone (Xantropren L blau, Heraeus Kulzer GmbH, Hanau, Germany) provides the best results to simulate the initial abutment tooth mobility.

To adjust the motion curve of the silicone gaskets (Figure 7) to the initial motion curve of a tooth (Figure 1), the gaskets are chamfered (Figure 8).

The basic shape of the gasket consists of a square of 2 mm×2 mm. The variation of the gaskets lies in the size of the chamfers. Gasket 1 is not chamfered, gasket 2 has a chamfer of 1 mm×1 mm, and gasket 3 has a chamfer of 1 mm×1.75 mm (Figure 8).

With the use of these three forms of gaskets, we obtain the best simulation of the initial mobility curves of all tooth classes.

**Anti-rotation lock**

Through the arresting plates, the horizontal movement of the abutment tooth is restricted. Owing to the circular abutment tooth profile of incisors and canines, vertical rotation of the abutment tooth cannot be restricted during mobility simulations (rotational symmetry). To prevent rotation, certain areas of the ball under the abutment tooth and of the bearing shells are flattened. By varying the distance of the flat spots to the pivotal point of the abutment tooth, it is possible to limit the range and angle of rotation to a certain value. When the abutment tooth rotates beyond a certain angle the lock prevents any further rotation. Because there are no exact data on the extent of rotational movement in teeth, the rotation angle was limited to a maximum of 10°.

**Combined device**

When all subassembly groups of the simulation device (Figure 2) are assembled, it is possible to simulate the tooth mobility curve of natural teeth [11, 17, 22, 25, 34, 44] (Figure 1) with different mobilities in repetitious accuracy. To regulate the mobility classes and the initial tooth mobility curve of the simulation device it has to be assembled with the components described in Table 1.
Table 1 Combination of tooth class, arresting plates and type of gasket to obtain acceptable mobility curves for different mobility classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tooth class</th>
<th>Mobility class (MC)</th>
<th>Arresting plate (type)</th>
<th>Gasket (type)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incisors, canines</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premolar</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molar</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The simulation device developed at LMU overcomes the problems of other mobility devices.

In other simulation devices the roots of the abutment teeth are surrounded with rubber, silicone or other elastic materials. The thickness of the surrounding material can vary considerably and cannot be accurately determined, making it impossible to replicate mobility curves. The Young’s modulus of the surrounding material is also of great importance. If the Young’s modulus is too high, mobility is restricted. If it is low, an increase in lateral mobility and in apical deformability will result in too high overall mobility. The depth up to which the abutment tooth is embedded can vary between abutment teeth and thus influence mobility. In most mobility devices the root of the tooth shape is not sufficiently considered, so that the pivotal points of the devices do not correspond to that of the real tooth, and tooth mobility in the devices differs from that of natural teeth. To compare tests, abutment tooth geometries must be standardized. In particular, the use of natural teeth can lead to great variations in mobility simulations.

The LMU tooth mobility simulation device attempts to avoid all these disadvantages. The introduction of mobility classes (MC) with precisely defined mobility values achieves independence from subjectively assigned degrees of tooth mobility. Abutment tooth mobility is clearly defined by the mobility classes, thus there can be no discrepancies between different test sequences. With the introduction of different tooth class devices, each with standardized base geometries, an improvement of the reproducibility of curves, compared to other mobility devices, has been achieved. This improvement was due to the consideration of the root pivotal points for each of the tooth classes (Figure 3). Furthermore, the mobility curve of the LMU simulation device manages to approximate physiological tooth mobility with the use of suitable materials. The high degree of standardization in the LMU simulation device means that only a few specifications (tooth class, mobility class and the point of applied force) are needed to unambiguously describe the experimental setup. In examinations where tooth mobility is a decisive factor, the use of the LMU simulation device contributes to an improvement of predictions.

Furthermore, the LMU simulation device can also improve numerical simulation models of prosthetic restorations. By comparing the results of the experimental device with those of the numerical simulation model, an optimization of the material properties of the latter can be achieved leading to a better description of the stress distribution in prosthetic restorations and an improvement in lifetime prediction.
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